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DURING THE 2014 campaign of the Danish-German excavation project in the Northwest 
Quarter of Jerash a small coin hoard of Byzantine and Arab-Byzantine coins was 
excavated.2 This is a rare example of a coin hoard from controlled excavations 
containing Arab-Byzantine coins of Jerash (Gerasa-Jerash), Baisān (Scythopolis-
Beth Shean) and Ṭabarīya (Tiberias).3 The hoard was found in a thick layer of debris 
of an early Islamic building in trench K on the eastern terrace of the Northwest 
Quarter (figs 1–3).4 

The stratum, in which it was found, was the debris of the first floor of the building 
which yielded rich finds including metal objects, most of which were related to 
textile production. Among the finds were also several Byzantine objects, including 
a Byzantine weight. The debris is a closed homogenous context which, because the 
last coins in the fill can be dated to before 750 (two post-reform Umayyad coins), 
can be dated to the first half of the eighth century.5 The date of the context is further 
confirmed by carbon 14 datings of charcoal samples found in-situ.6 It is suggested 

1 The authors would like to thank Ingrid and Wolfgang Schulze sincerely for helping with the 
identification of the coins, for many crucial suggestions and for discussing important issues of 
the hoard. We are further grateful to the funding bodies of the Danish-German Jerash Northwest 
Quarter Project (Universities of Aarhus and Bochum), namely the Carlsberg Foundation, Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and H.P. Hjerl Hansens Mindefondet for Dansk Palæstinaforskning. 
Thanks are also due to the Danish-German Northwest Quarter Project team and in particular to Georg 
Kalaitzoglou, Annette Højen Sørensen and Philip Ebeling. We are also grateful to the Department of 
Antiquities of Jordan for permission to undertake the project and the continuous support, which the 
Department in Amman as well as the Department in Jerash offer the project.

All dates are AD unless otherwise stated. 
2 On ‘Arab-Byzantine’ and related terms cf. Schulze and Oddy (2012).
3 Another coin hoard was published by Bates and Kovacs in 1996, but this was only reconstructed 

from coins which had appeared on the market and not from a controlled excavation.
4 For the archaeological context see Kalaitzoglou, Lichtenberger and Raja (forthcoming).
5 Both post-reform coins are undated and belong to the series of the first half of the eighth century. 

One of them (C77) stems from the series Nicol (2009), nos 1295–1298, the other (C78) from the series 
Nicol (2009), nos 1321–1337. All of them are without date and without mint.

6 Two samples were taken for carbon 14 dating: (1) Sample no. 21340 (J14-Kh-61-1), Institut for Fysik 
og Astronomi, Aarhus University (Denmark), C14 age 1268 ± 25 BP, d13C (dual-inlet, olive cores) -22.39 
± 0.05, calibration curve IntCal13, 1σ 690–767 AD, 2σ AD 667–775 and (2) Sample no. 21339 (J14-Kh-
51-2), Institut for Fysik og Astronomi, Aarhus University (Denmark), C14 age 1294 ± 25 BP, d13C (dual-
inlet, wood) -23.30 ± 0.05, calibration curve IntCal13, 1σ 674–764 AD, 2σ AD 664–769.
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that the collapse of the building was due to the earthquake of 749, which devastated 
urban life in Jerash.7 The associated pottery, glass and other finds from the collapse 
fit well into what is known about Byzantine-Umayyad material culture in the region.8 
The latest material of the hoard is pre-reform coins dating to the reign of ʿAbd al-
Malik (AD 685–705 / AH 65–86). Post-reform coins, which as already mentioned 
were present in the fill of the debris, did not belong to the hoard itself.

Fig. 1. Jerash Northwest Quarter.

Fig. 2. Trench K in the Northwest Quarter of Jerash with find spot of the 
coin hoard at no. 23.

7 Tsafrir and Foerster (1992); Avni (2014), p. 326.
8 See Walmsley (2007); Avni (2014) and, on Syria, Foss (1997).
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Fig. 3. Parts of the hoard during excavation.

The hoard was found close to a wall lying either in a textile purse or sewn into 
some kind of garment. It consisted of at least 11 coins. Traces of textile imprints 
were found on the coins (fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Close-up of half-follis of Justin II (no. 5) before restoration.

Another metal object (J14-Ke-23-13), which was not a coin, but probably the 
‘buckle’ or perhaps a button that could have closed a purse (fig. 5), was also found 
in the hoard. 

A flat bronze piece, which might have belonged to the closing mechanism of the 
purse, was also situated there. Four further coins (nos 12–15) were found close by. 
Since they were corroded and stuck together in two pairs and had textile imprints on 
the surface, it is likely that they also belonged to the hoard, but since that cannot be 
ascertained for certain, they are listed separately here.
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Fig. 5. Buckle found together with the hoard.

Of the 11 coins that certainly belonged to the hoard, eight are Byzantine from the 
reigns of Anastasius I (491–518), Justin I (518–27), Justin II (565–74), Maurice 
Tiberius (582–602) and Heraclius (610–41). The latter is overstruck on a coin of 
Phocas (602–10) which was in turn overstruck on a coin of Justinian I (527–65). 
Three of the eight Byzantine coins were, as is typical for find coins in Jerash, minted 
under Justin II.9 The Byzantine coins were all struck at Constantinople except one 
which came from the mint of Nicomedia. The other three coins are Arab-Byzantine 
and were minted in Scythopolis / Baisān, Tiberias / Ṭabarīya and, possibly, Gerasa 
/ Jerash.

Of the further four coins attributed to the hoard, which all are badly preserved, 
one is most likely Byzantine from the reign of Justin II (no. 12), two are probably 
Pseudo-Byzantine (Arab-Byzantine Phase 1) (nos 13 and 15)10 and one (no. 14) 
cannot be identified. For the identification of the badly preserved Pseudo-Byzantine 
coins in the hoard see the better preserved fulūs, figs 6 and 7.

   
Fig. 6. Pseudo-Byzantine fals (Arab-Byzantine Phase 1, Class IV), 2.16 g, 2 h 

(Schulze collection). Same obverse die as no. 13.

   
Fig. 7. Pseudo-Byzantine fals (Arab-Byzantine Phase 1, Class IV), 3.24 g, 4 h 

(Schulze collection).

Arab-Byzantine coinage provides distinct evidence for the persistence of generally 
accepted coin types and motifs which continued under a changed political and 

9 On the distribution of Byzantine coins in Jerash cf. Walmsley (1999). Compared to the coins published 
by Bellinger (1938) and Marot (1998) the high proportion of half-folles in the new hoard is remarkable. 
Bellinger (1938), pp. 193–110 has 35 folles from the mints of Constantinople and Nicomedia compared 
to seven half-folles. Marot (1998), pp. 472–76 has 22 folles from these mints compared to only seven 
half-folles from the same mints.

10 Cf. Pottier, Schulze and Schulze (2008), pp. 105–11 (Class IV).
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religious framework.11 The coinages of Baisān and Jerash usually imitate the folles 

of Justin II and Sophia which were struck in Nicomedia between 566 and 578. This 

type was the preferred model for imitation in both Baisān and Jerash and also Abila.12 

This apparently reflects the predominance of the type in the region.13 The dating of 

the Arab-Byzantine coins of Baisān and Jerash is uncertain.14 While John Walker 

dated these coins to the period immediately following the Islamic conquest in the 

years from c.635,15 modern authors such as Clive Foss, Andrew Oddy and Ingrid and 

Wolfgang Schulze date them in the years between 660 and the first half of the 690s.16 

This seems more likely.

The coins from Baisān are much more frequently found than those of Jerash. The 

former were minted as fals and half-fals while in Jerash only fulūs seem to have 

been struck.17 The dominance of coins from Baisān over those from Jerash can also 

be observed in the distribution of find coins in other excavations at Jerash.18 Arab-

Byzantine coins from Tiberias have not yet been published from excavations in the 

city.19

The latest coins in the hoard are the Arab-Byzantine pieces. One, no. 9 (struck 

either in Baisān or Jerash) can definitely be dated to the reign of ʿAbd al-Malik 

but the bulk of the material from the hoard stems from earlier periods. No post-

reform coins were found in the hoard, but they are present among the other find coins 

stemming from the collapse layer. The latter suggests that the building collapsed 

and the hoard was buried in the first half of the eighth century. At that time not only 

Arab-Byzantine but also Byzantine coins still seem to have been in use locally. This 

is also supported by the so-called Lachish hoard which is earlier but also has a high 

proportion of Byzantine coins.20 When discussing a reconstructed hoard with Arab-

Byzantine coins from Jerash and Baisān, Michael Bates and Frank Kovacs assumed 

that Arab-Byzantine and large Byzantine coins were still in use and also popular 

11 On Arab-Byzantine coinage see in general Album and Goodwin (2002), pp. 74–109 and Foss 

(2008).
12 Amitai-Preiss, Berman and Qedar (1999), p. 136. On imitations of Justin II from Abila see Oddy 

(2004a).
13 On the Byzantine coin supply to Jerash with an impressive peak under Justin II cf. Walmsley 

(1999), p. 330 table 2, p. 332 graph 2, p. 334 graph 3, pp. 346–7 and passim.
14 Album and Goodwin (2002), pp. 99–107.
15 Walker (1956), pp. xvi, see also Oddy (1994), p. 413.
16 Oddy (1994), p. 414; Foss (2008), pp. 38–55; Schulze and Oddy (2012), p. 196: mid AD 670 – early 

AD 690. See also Oddy (2015), p. 173. Bates even argued for a ‘short chronology’ with all coins being 

minted under ʿAbd-al Malik (685–705) (Bates (1994); Bates and Kovacs (1996)). However, this view 

is now outdated. Cf. e.g. Album and Goodwin (2002), pp. 100–1.
17 Oddy (1994); Bates and Kovacs (1996); Amitai-Preiss, Berman and Qedar (1999).
18 Album and Goodwin (2002), p. 89; Foss (2008), p. 173. Cf. e.g. Bellinger (1938), pp. 119–22, nos 

498–514 from excavations in Jerash with Arab-Byzantine coins only from Baisān. But also see Marot 

(1998), pp. 493–4 (excavations of Jerash Macellum) with four coins of Baisān and five coins of Jerash, 

and Naghawi (1989), pp. 219–20 with three coins of Jerash. 
19 One Arab-Byzantine coin from Tiberias has been found in Pella and published, see Sheedy, Carson 

and Walmsley (2001), p. 149, no. 012.
20 For this hoard see Metcalf (1964), pp. 40–4 and Foss (2008), p. 166. Cf. also for Byzantine coins 

entering Syria in this period Bates (1994), pp. 394–5 and Hoyland (2010), pp. 81–3.
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in the eighth century.21 Pre-reform coinage is also well known in eighth century 

contexts in the Macellum of Jerash.22 This continuous local use of earlier coins 

might now be further proven by the new hoard from the Northwest Quarter of Jerash 

stemming from a mid-eighth century context – if the collection of the hoard is not 

an older one or a collection of obsolete coins, which were no longer in use. It has to 

be emphasized that post-reform coins are absent from the hoard although they were 

definitely circulating when the building collapsed. Whether that is evidence for an 

earlier collection (and deposition) of the hoard23 or a local preference of older coins 

can only be decided when more coin hoards from that period and from controlled 

excavations are published.

CATALOGUE

HOARD

Imperial Byzantine coins

Anastasius I (491–518)

1. Æ half follis, Constantinople, 3.84 g, 20/21 mm, 7 h

Obv. DNANASTA / SIVS P[…], bust right with diadem, cuirass and paludamentum

Rev. Large K; cross to left

Ref. DOC I, no. 24

J14-Ke-23-2 (C24)

Justin I (518–27)

2. Æ follis, Constantinople, 14.89 g, 31/32 mm, 7 h

Obv. […]NVS PP AVC, draped bust with cuirass to the right

Rev. Large M between two six-pointed stars, above cross, beneath officina B; in 

exergue CON

Ref. DOC I, no. 30c

J14-Ke-23-10 (C32)

Justin II (565–74)

3. Æ follis, Nicomedia, year 6 = 570/1, 13.01 g, 27/31 mm, 6 h 

Obv. Justin (l.) with globus cruciger and Sophia (r.) with sceptre, seated on throne

Rev. Large M with cross above, to left ANNO, to right 1, below officina B, in 

exergue NIKO

Ref. DOC I, no. 96

J14-Ke-23-9 (C31)

21 Bates and Kovacs (1996). However, see the interpretation of Avni (2014), p. 34 who assumes that 

the older coins were taken out of circulation. See also the evidence from a post-reform hoard said to be 

from the area of Gaza, which seems to have included no pre-reform coins at this point in time, Qedar 

(1984/85).
22 On coin circulation in eighth century AD contexts in the Macellum of Jerash cf. Marot (1998), pp. 

347–53 with Gráfica 89.
23 For such an interpretation of hidden hoards from that time see Avni (2014), p. 323.
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4. Æ half follis, Constantinople, year 6 = 570/1, 6.40 g, 23/28 mm, 1 h
Obv. Justin (l.) with globus cruciger and Sophia (r.) with sceptre, seated on throne
Rev. Large K, to the left ANNO, above cross, beneath officina B, to right 1

Ref. DOC I, no. 49b
J14-Ke-23-6 (C28)

5. Æ half follis, Constantinople, 7.27 g, 23 mm, 7 h
Obv. Justin (l.) with globus cruciger and Sophia (r.) with sceptre, seated on throne
Rev. Large K, to the left ANNO, above christogram, beneath officina ñ; to right 1

Ref. DOC I, no. 49d
J14-Ke-23-4 (C26)

Maurice Tiberius (582–602)

6. Æ half follis, Constantinople, year 7 = 588/9, 5.55 g, 23 mm, 6/7 h
Obv. […]RI / TIbñRP[…], frontal bust with plumed helmet
Rev. Large K, to the left ANNO, to right 1I, below officina à

Ref. DOC I, no. 52c
J14-Ke-23-3 (C25)

7. Æ half follis, Constantinople, 3.71 g, 22/23 mm, 6 h
Obv. DNmAVR TIb[…], bust facing with globus cruciger in right hand and cross 

above head
Rev. Large K, to the left [A]NNO, to right obscured by corrosion (1…?), below 

officina å
Ref. DOC I, nos 51 ff. (depending on date)
J14-Ke-23-5 (C27)

Heraclius (610–41)

8. Æ follis Constantinople, year 3 = 612/13, 11.60 g, 30/31 mm, 1 h 
Obv. Two standing figures
Rev. Large M, to left ANNO to right II/I, officina ñ, in exergue CON

Ref. DOC II, no. 76. Overstruck on: 
1. Phocas (602–10), Constantinople, follis (DOC II, nos 26–32)
2. Justinian I (527–65), Constantinople, follis year 26 (DOC I, no. 49)

J14-Ke-23-12 (C34)

Arab-Byzantine coins

ʿAbd al-Malik (AD 685–705/AH 65–86)

9. Æ fals, Baisān or Jerash, 8.6 g, 25 mm, 8 h
Obv. Two standing figures with swords, spear on steps between them
Rev. M, above star, below @, to the left Arabic legend, to the right Arabic legend:
ÛêÚÕÝÖÆC nêÕC ÄÆÖÆ jM± ÓC jM± ÓC×sL
bism allāh ʿabd allāh ʿabd al-malik amīr al-muʾminīn
‘In the name of God. The servant of God ʿAbd al-Malik, commander of the faithful’

Refs. Bellinger (1938), no. 551; Walker (1956), p. xxxviii and pl. IX, A5 and A6; Grierson 
(1982), pl. 34, no. 615; Amitai-Preiss, Berman and Qedar (1999), D12; Foss (2003), 
pp. 4–5; Oddy (2004), pp. 10–11; Foss (2008), pp. 60–1; Schulze and Oddy (2015), 
pp. 184–5; Oddy (2015), pp. 174–5

J14-Ke-23-7 (C29)
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Anonymous

10. Æ fals, Scythopolis, 5.11 g, 23/27 mm, 7 h

Obv. CKYíO / […]ãHC, two seated figures with cruciform sceptres, cross above 

between their heads

Rev. Large M, below @, to the right @33O, to the left year 7 (stylized) / II, in 

exergue NIK (reversed)

Refs. Variety of Amitai-Preiss, Berman and Qedar (1999), group A; Meshorer, Bijovsky and 

Fischer-Bossert (2013), pl. 153, no. 80 (for rev.); Oddy (2015), fig. 12 (for rev.)

J14-Ke-23-11 (C33)

11. Æ fals, Tiberias / Ṭabarīya, 4.46 g, 23/25 mm, 7 h

Obv. Three standing figures with globus crucigers and crosses on crowns

Rev. Large M with Heraclius monogram above, below C, legend: to the left and 

below THBñPIAåOC, to the right 

Refs. Walker (1956), pl. IV, no. 43; Album and Goodwin (2002), pl. 40, no. 587

J14-Ke-23-8 (C30)

FOUR FURTHER BYZANTINE AND ARAB-BYZANTINE COINS POSSIBLY 

BELONGING TO THE COIN HOARD

Two coins corroded together

12. Justin II (565–74)

Æ follis, Constantinople, 14.3 g (together with C50.2), 26/30 mm, 6 h

Obv. […] / […] AV(?), two seated figures with globus cruciger and sceptre 

Rev. Large M, to the left [A]NNO, below B; date to the right not visible; in exergue C 

[…]

Ref. DOC I, no. 22 ff.

13. Æ fals, Arab-Byzantine Phase 1, Class IV (c.636 to c.680), 14.3 g (together with C50.1), 

18 mm, ? h 

Obv. Standing figure based on a Constans II type

Rev. Not visible

Ref. Pottier, Schulze and Schulze (2008), pp. 105–11 (Class IV)

J14-Ke-3-217 (C50.1) – the large coin

J14-Ke-3-217 (C50.2) – the small coin

Two coins corroded together, between them a piece of iron (C41.3)

14. Æ, 13.6 g (together with C41.2 and C41.3), 22/24 mm, ? h 

Obverse and reverse illegible.

15. Æ fals, Arab-Byzantine Phase 1, Class IV (636 to c.680), 13.6 g (together with C41.1 

and C41.3), 24 mm, ? h

Obv. Illegible 

Rev. Large m, small degenerate letter to right

Ref. Pottier, Schulze and Schulze (2008), pp. 105–11 (Class IV)

J14-Ke-3-4x (C41.1) – the smaller coin

J14-Ke-3-4x (C41.2) – the larger coin
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